
   
 
 

 
 
                                                  

  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Beneath A Scarlet Sky by Mark T. Sullivan 
Book - 2017 
In 1940s Italy, teenager Pino Lella joins an underground railroad helping 

Jews escape over the Alps and falls for a beautiful widow. He also becomes 

the personal driver of one of the Third Reich's most powerful commanders. 

 

The Book of Speculation by Erika Swyler 

Book - 2015 
Simon Watson, a young librarian on the verge of losing his job, lives alone 

on the Long Island Sound in his family home--a house, perched on the edge 

of a bluff that is slowly crumbling toward the sea. His parents are long dead, 

his mother having drowned in the water his house overlooks. His younger 

sister, Enola, works for a traveling carnival reading tarot cards, and seldom 

calls. On a day in late June, Simon receives a mysterious package from an 

antiquarian bookseller. The book tells the story of Amos and Evangeline, 

doomed lovers who lived and worked in a traveling circus more than two 

hundred years ago.   

 

BOOK CLUB BOXES – BOOK DESCRIPTIONS 

The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek by Kim Michele Richardson 
Book-2019 
A last-of-her-kind outcast and member of the Pack Horse Library Project 

braves the hardships of Kentucky's Great Depression and hostile community 

discrimination to bring the near-magical perspectives of books to her 

neighbors. 

 The Bluest Eye by Toni Morrison 
Book-1931 
Eleven-year-old Pecola Breedlove, an African-American girl in an America 
whose love for blonde, blue-eyed children can devastate all others, prays for 
her eyes to turn blue, so that she will be beautiful, people will notice her, and 
her world will be different. 

https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/1320782129
https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/420743129


 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Boys in the Boat 
Nine Americans and Their Epic Quest for Gold at the 1936 Olympics 
by Daniel Brown  
This is an epic true-life journey to the heart of Hitler's Berlin. Cast aside by 
his family at an early age, abandoned and left to fend for himself in the 
woods of Washington State, young Joe Rantz turns to rowing as a way of 
escaping his past. What follows is an extraordinary journey, as Joe and eight 
other working-class boys exchange the sweat and dust of life in 1930s 
America for the promise of glory at the heart of Hitler's Berlin.   
 

Britt-Marie Was Here by Fredrik Backman  
Book - 2016 
Britt-Marie is a socially awkward, fussy busybody who is used to being 

organized. When she walks out on her cheating husband and gets a job as 

caretaker of the dilapidated recreation center in Borg, she is woefully 

unprepared for the changes. But as she takes on the task of leading the 

supremely untalented children's soccer team to victory, she just might find a 

place she belongs. 

Cane River by Lalita Tademy  
Book - 2001 
On a Creole plantation on the banks of Louisiana's Cane River, four 

generations of astonishing women battle injustice to unite their family and 

forge success on their own terms. They are women whose lives begin in 

slavery, who weather the Civil War, and who grapple with the contradictions 

of emancipation through the turbulent early years of the twentieth century. 

There is Elisabeth, who bears both a proud legacy and the yoke of 

bondage...her youngest daughter, Suzette, who is the first to discover the 

promise--and heartbreak--of freedom...Suzette's strong-willed daughter 

Philomene, who uses a determination born of tragedy to reunite her family 

and gain unheard of economic independence…and Emily, Philomene's 

spirited daughter, who fights to secure her children's just due and preserve 

their dignity and future.   

 

https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/348923129
https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/513992129
https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/151398129
https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/151398129


 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carrying Albert Home 
The Somewhat True Story of a Man, His Wife, and Her Alligator 
by Homer H. Hickam  
Book - 2015 
Elsie Lavender and Homer Hickam (the father of the author) were high school 

classmates in the West Virginia coalfields, graduating just as the Great 

Depression began. When Homer asked for her hand, Elsie instead headed to 

Orlando where she sparked with a dancing actor named Buddy Ebsen (yes, 

that Buddy Ebsen). But when Buddy headed for New York, Elsie's dreams of 

a life with him were crushed and eventually she found herself back in the 

coalfields, married to Homer. Unfulfilled as a miner's wife, Elsie was 

reminded of her carefree days with Buddy every day because of his unusual 

wedding gift: an alligator named Albert she raised in the only bathroom in the 

house. When Albert scared Homer by grabbing his pants, he gave Elsie an 

ultimatum: "Me or that alligator!" After giving it some thought, Elsie concluded 

there was only one thing to do: Carry Albert home.  

The Children Act by Ian McEwan  
Book - 2014 
Fiona Maye is a High Court judge in London presiding over cases in family 

court. She is fiercely intelligent, well respected, and deeply immersed in the 

nuances of her particular field of law. Often the outcome of a case seems 

simple from the outside, the course of action to ensure a child's welfare 

obvious. But the law requires more rigor than mere pragmatism, and Fiona is 

expert in considering the sensitivities of culture and religion when handing 

down her verdicts. But Fiona's professional success belies domestic strife. 

Her husband, Jack, asks her to consider an open marriage and, after an 

argument, moves out of their house. His departure leaves her adrift, 

wondering whether it was not love she had lost so much as a modern form of 

respectability; whether it was not contempt and ostracism she really fears. 

She decides to throw herself into her work, especially a complex case 

involving a seventeen-year-old boy whose parents will not permit a lifesaving 

blood transfusion because it conflicts with their beliefs as Jehovah's 

Witnesses. But Jack doesn't leave her thoughts, and the pressure to resolve 

the case--as well as her crumbling marriage--tests Fiona in ways that will 

keep readers thoroughly enthralled until the last stunning page.   

 

https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/429678129
https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/409920129
https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/list/share/1026583417_stplreferencecovington/1426604047_book_club_boxes


 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Defending Jacob by William Landay  
Book - 2012 
Andy Barber has been an assistant district attorney in his suburban 

Massachusetts county for more than twenty years. He is respected in his 

community, tenacious in the courtroom, and happy at home with his wife, 

Laurie, and son, Jacob. But when a shocking crime shatters their New 

England town, Andy is blindsided by what happens next. His fourteen-year-

old son is charged with the murder of a fellow student.  

Eleanor Oliphant Is Completely Fine by Gail Honeyman  
Book - 2017 
Meet Eleanor Oliphant: she struggles with appropriate social skills and tends 

to say exactly what she's thinking. That, combined with her unusual 

appearance (scarred cheek, tendency to wear the same clothes year in, year 

out), means that Eleanor has become a creature of habit (to say the least) 

and a bit of a loner. Nothing is missing in her carefully timetabled life of 

avoiding social interactions, where weekends are punctuated by frozen pizza, 

vodka, and phone chats with Mummy. But everything changes when Eleanor 

meets Raymond, the bumbling and deeply unhygienic IT guy from her office. 

When she and Raymond together save Sammy, an elderly gentleman who 

has fallen on the sidewalk, the three become the kind of friends who rescue 

each other from the lives of isolation they have each been living. And it is 

Raymond's big heart that will ultimately help Eleanor find the way to repair her 

own profoundly damaged one.   

 

Circling the Sun by Paula McLain 
Book - 2015 
Brought to Kenya from England as a child and then abandoned by her 

mother, Beryl Markham is raised by both her father and the native Kipsigis 

tribe who share his estate. Her unconventional upbringing transforms Beryl 

into a bold young woman with a fierce love of all things wild and an inherent 

understanding of nature’s delicate balance. But even the wild child must 

grow up, and when everything Beryl knows and trusts dissolves, she is 

catapulted into a string of disastrous relationships. Beryl forges her own path 

as a horse trainer, and her uncommon style attracts the eye of the Happy 

Valley set, a decadent, bohemian community of European expats who also 

live and love by their own set of rules. But it’s the ruggedly charismatic 

Denys Finch Hatton who ultimately helps Beryl navigate the uncharted 

territory of her own heart. The intensity of their love reveals Beryl’s truest self 

and her fate: to fly.  

https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/317587129
https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/1326874129


 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Everything I Never Told You by Celeste Ng  

Book - 2014 

Lydia is dead. But they don't know this yet. So begins the story of this 

exquisite debut novel, about a Chinese American family living in 1970s small-

town Ohio. Lydia is the favorite child of Marilyn and James Lee; their middle 

daughter, a girl who inherited her mother's bright blue eyes and her father's 

jet-black hair. Her parents are determined that Lydia will fulfill the dreams 

they were unable to pursue-in Marilyn's case that her daughter become a 

doctor rather than a homemaker, in James's case that Lydia be popular at 

school, a girl with a busy social life and the center of every party. When 

Lydia's body is found in the local lake, the delicate balancing act that has 

been keeping the Lee family together tumbles into chaos, forcing them to 

confront the long-kept secrets that have been slowly pulling them apart. 

James, consumed by guilt, sets out on a reckless path that may destroy his 

marriage. Marilyn, devastated and vengeful, is determined to find a 

responsible party, no matter what the cost. Lydia's older brother, Nathan, is 

certain that the neighborhood bad boy Jack is somehow involved. But it's the 

youngest of the family-Hannah-who observes far more than anyone realizes 

and who may be the only one who knows the truth about what happened. 

Heft by Liz Moore  
Book - 2012 
Arthur weighs 550 pounds and hasn't left his rambling Brooklyn home in a 

decade. Kel navigates life as a poor kid in a rich school, and pins his hopes 

on what seems like a promising baseball career. An unexpected connection 

transforms both their lives as they find sustenance and friendship in the most 

surprising places.  

The Feather Thief 
Beauty, Obsession, and the Natural History Heist of the Century  
by Kirk W. Johnson 
Book - 2018 
Documents the astonishing 2009 theft of an invaluable collection of 

ornithological displays from the British Museum of Natural History by a 

talented American musician, tracing the author's years-long investigation to 

track down the culprit and understand his motives, which were possibly linked 

to an obsession with the Victorian art of salmon fly-tying. 

https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/380594129
https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/319274129


  

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hidden Figures 
The American Dream and the Untold Story of the Black Women 
Mathematicians Who Helped Win the Space Race 
by Margot Lee Shetterly  
Book - 2016 
Before John Glenn orbited the earth or Neil Armstrong walked on the moon, 

a group of dedicated female mathematicians known as "human computers" 

used pencils, slide rules and adding machines to calculate the numbers that 

would launch rockets, and astronauts, into space. Among these problem-

solvers were a group of exceptionally talented African American women, 

some of the brightest minds of their generation. Originally relegated to 

teaching math in the South's segregated public schools, they were called 

into service during the labor shortages of World War II, when America's 

aeronautics industry was in dire need of anyone who had the right stuff. 

Suddenly, these overlooked math whizzes had a shot at jobs worthy of their 

skills, and they answered Uncle Sam's call, moving to Hampton Virginia and 

the fascinating, high-energy world of the Langley Memorial Aeronautical 

Laboratory. Even as Virginia's Jim Crow laws required them to be 

segregated from their white counterparts, the women of Langley's all-black 

"West Computing" group helped America achieve one of the things it desired 

most: a decisive victory over the Soviet Union in the Cold War, and complete 

domination of the heavens. 

The Hideaway by Lauren K. Denton 

Book - 2017 

After her grandmother’s death, Sara Jenkins discovers she’s been left her 

run-down B&B in Alabama and tasked with renovating it and uncovers a box 

in the attic that reveals a mysterious side of her grandmother’s life that 

ultimately impacted her own destiny. 

Sara Jenkins is enjoying the busy life of a young entrepreneur running a 

successful antique shop in New Orleans. When her beloved grandmother 

Mags dies, Sara returns to Sweet Bay, Alabama, to the ramshackle B&B 

called the Hideaway that Mags and her quirky friends called home. Sara’s 

hopes to quickly settle her grandmother’s estate and return home are 

defeated when she discovers she has not only inherited the property but is 

charged with its complete renovation. As the new and improved 

Hideaway takes shape, Sara begins to discover the joys of life in Sweet Bay, 

including the  attentions of a local contractor, and learns some surprising 

secrets about the  grandmother she thought she knew.  

https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/882733129


 

 
   

 

 

 
   

I, Eliza Hamilton by Susan Holloway Scott  
Book - 2017 
Daughter of a respected general, Elizabeth Schuyler was captivated by 

Alexander Hamilton, a charismatic, ambitious aide to George Washington. 

They marry and despite the tumult of the American Revolution, Eliza is 

confident in her brilliant husband and in her role as his helpmate. Publicly 

Eliza becomes an adored member of society, respected for her fierce 

devotion to Hamilton as well as her grace. Behind closed doors, she 

manages their household and assists her husband with his political writings. 

Through public scandal, betrayal, personal heartbreak, and tragedy, she is 

tested again and again. 

In the Garden of Beasts 
Love, Terror, and An American Family in Hitler's Berlin 
by Erik Larson  
Book - 2011 
The bestselling author of "Devil in the White City" turns his hand to a 

remarkable story set during Hitler's rise to power. The time is 1933, the place, 

Berlin, when William E. Dodd becomes America's first ambassador to Hitler's 

Germany in a year that proved to be a turning point in history.  

I'll Be Gone in the Dark 
One Woman's Obsessive Search for the Golden State Killer  
by Michelle McNamara 
Book – 2018 
An account of the unsolved Golden State Killer case, written by the late 
author of the TrueCrimeDiary.com website traces the rapes and murders of 
dozens of victims and the author's determined efforts to help identify the killer 
and bring him to justice. 

 
 

A Honeybee Heart has Five Openings by Helen Jukes 

Book-2018 

A new homeowner describes her emotional and rewarding journey over the 

course of a year, after she was given a colony of honeybees as a gift and 

learned how to care for and live alongside the fascinating creatures. 

https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/1397987129
https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/304780129


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Landline by Rainbow Rowell  

Book - 2014 

In New York Times bestselling author Rainbow Rowell's Landline, Georgie 

McCool knows her marriage is in trouble. That it's been in trouble for a long 

time. She still loves her husband, Neal, and Neal still loves her, deeply -- but 

that almost seems beside the point now. Maybe that was always beside the 

point. Two days before they're supposed to visit Neal's family in Omaha for 

Christmas, Georgie tells Neal that she can't go. She's a TV writer, and 

something's come up on her show; she has to stay in Los Angeles. She 

knows that Neal will be upset with her -- Neal is always a little upset with 

Georgie -- but she doesn't expect to him to pack up the kids and go home 

without her. When her husband and the kids leave for the airport, Georgie 

wonders if she's finally done it. If she's ruined everything. That night, Georgie 

discovers a way to communicate with Neal in the past. It's not time travel, not 

exactly, but she feels like she's been given an opportunity to fix her marriage 

before it starts. Is that what she's supposed to do? Or would Georgie and 

Neal be better off if their marriage never happened?  

The Kitchen Front 
by Jennifer Ryan 
Book - 2021 
In an effort to help housewives with food rationing, a BBC radio program 

called The Kitchen Front is putting on a cooking contest--and the grand prize 

is a job as the program's first-ever female co-host. For four very different 

women, winning the contest presents a crucial chance to change their lives. 

 

For a young widow, it's a chance to pay off her husband's debts and keep a 

roof over her children's heads. For a kitchen maid, it's a chance to leave 

servitude and find freedom. For the lady of the manor, it's a chance to escape 

her wealthy husband's increasingly hostile behavior. And for a trained chef, 

it's a chance to challenge the men at the top of her profession. 

 

These four women are giving the competition their all--even if that sometimes 

means bending the rules. But with so much at stake, will the contest that aims 

to bring the community together serve only to break it apart?  

https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/381047129


 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Light Between Oceans by M. L. Stedman  

Book - 2012 

A novel set on a remote Australian island, where a childless couple lives 

quietly running a lighthouse until a boat carrying a baby washes ashore. 

Stedman’s haunting tale opens in 1918 with the return of Tom Sherbourne to 

his home in Australia after serving four years in the Great War. He applies for 

a job as a lighthouse keeper and is assigned to the light on Janus Rock, a 

remote island off the southwest coast where he hopes to erase his horrific 

memories of war. Several years later, Tom brings to the island his bride, 

Isabel, a free-spirited young woman who is determined to adapt to Tom’s 

solitary life with their only contact with the mainland a quarterly visit from the 

supply boat. Four years later, after Isabel has suffered two miscarriages and a 

very recent stillbirth, an event occurs that forever changes them. A dinghy 

washes up on the beach carrying a dead man and a newborn baby girl, giving 

Isabel hope that she may become, at last, a mother. The choice they make as 

a couple comes to haunt them, their unexpected happiness replaced by guilt 

and mistrust.  

The Lost Carousel of Provence by Juliet Blackwell  

Book - 2018 

An artist lost to history, a family abandoned to its secrets, and the woman 

whose search for meaning unearths it all. American photographer Cady 

Drake shoots local merry-go-rounds, a hobby inspired by a carved wooden 

rabbit gifted to her following her troubled years in foster care. Now at a crisis 

point in her life, Cady can't refuse a freelance assignment documenting the 

antique carousels of Paris. While there, she hopes to track down the true 

origins of her rabbit, which she has always believed to be carved by French 

carousel maker Gustave Bayol. Cady's research leads her to Provence, 

where she discovers a dilapidated carousel carved by Bayol for the grand 

Chateau Clement in the early 1900s. After commissioning the carousel, the 

Clement family struggled to maintain their ancestral home through the two 

World Wars, buffeted by jealousies passed down through the generations. As 

Cady digs deeper into the past, unearthing century-old photographs of the 

Clement carousel and its creators, she might be the one person who can 

bring the past to light and reunite a family torn apart.   

 

https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/328957129


 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Pachinko by Min Jin Lee  
Book - 2017 
A new tour de force from the bestselling author of Free Food for Millionaires, 

for readers of The Kite Runner and Cutting for Stone. PACHINKO follows one 

Korean family through the generations, beginning in early 1900s Korea with 

Sunja, the prized daughter of a poor yet proud family, whose unplanned 

pregnancy threatens to shame them all. Deserted by her lover, Sunja is saved 

when a young tubercular minister offers to marry and bring her to Japan. So 

begins a sweeping saga of an exceptional family in exile from its homeland 

and caught in the indifferent arc of history. Through desperate struggles and 

hard-won triumphs, its members are bound together by deep roots as they 

face enduring questions of faith, family, and identity.   

 

The Readers of Broken Wheel Recommend by Katarina Bivald  
Book - 2016 
Broken Wheel, Iowa, has never seen anyone like Sara, who traveled all the 

way from Sweden just to meet her pen pal, Amy. When she arrives, however, 

she finds that Amy's funeral has just ended. Luckily, the townspeople are 

happy to look after their bewildered tourist--even if they don't understand her 

peculiar need for books. Marooned in a farm town that's almost beyond repair, 

Sara starts a bookstore in honor of her friend's memory. All she wants is to 

share the books she loves with the citizens of Broken Wheel and to convince 

them that reading is one of the great joys of life. But she makes some 

unconventional choices that could force a lot of secrets into the open and 

change things for everyone in town. Reminiscent of The Guernsey Literary 

and Potato Peel Pie Society, this is a warm, witty book about friendship, 

stories, and love.  

The Month of Summer by Lisa Wingate  

Book-2008 

After years of resentment and estrangement, Rebecca Macklin is forced to 

return to Dallas when she discovers that her aging father has been roaming 

the city streets alone, while his wife, Hanna Beth, has landed in a nursing 

home. 

https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/979474129
https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/429653129


 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

The Rules of Magic by Alice Hoffman  
Book - 2017 
For the Owens family, love is a curse that began in 1620, when Maria Owens 

was charged with witchery for loving the wrong man. Hundreds of years later, 

in New York City at the cusp of the sixties, when the whole world is about to 

change, Susanna Owens knows that her three children are dangerously 

unique...From the start, Susanna sets down rules for her children: No walking 

in the moonlight, no red shoes, no wearing black, no cats, no crows, no 

candles, no books about magic. And most importantly, never, ever, fall in love. 

But when her children visit their Aunt Isabelle...they uncover family secrets 

and begin to understand the truth of who they are. Back in New York City, 

each begins a risky journey as they try to escape the family curse...The two 

beautiful sisters will grow up to be the revered, and sometimes feared, aunts 

in Practical Magic, while Vincent, their beloved brother, will leave an 

unexpected legacy.  

Sold on a Monday by Kristina McMorris 
Book – 2018 
Inspired by an actual newspaper photograph that stunned the nation, Sold 
on a Monday is a powerful novel of love, redemption, and the unexpected 
paths that bring us home. In Depression-era Pennsylvania, a romance 
develops between two lonely people fighting for the rights of an impoverished 
family. When reporter Ellis Reed sees two children up for sale, he is reminded 
of his own difficult childhood, and he snaps a photo. His editor publishes the 
photo unexpectedly and assigns Ellis, who has no idea what happened to the 
children, to write a feature article. Secretary Lily Palmer volunteers to help 
Ellis with his assignment but won’t talk about her own family. Their 
relationship is shaky at first, but as the children remain unfound, concern for 
their welfare trumps Ellis and Lily’s budding love story. The pair must fight 
ignorance, prejudice, and criminal activity to unravel the network of lies that 
hold the children prisoner, all to reunite them with their mother. 

Something in the Water by Catherine Steadman 
Book – 2018 
Erin is a documentary filmmaker on the brink of a professional breakthrough, 
Mark a handsome investment banker with big plans. Passionately in love, 
they embark on a dream honeymoon to the tropical island of Bora Bora, 
where they enjoy the sun, the sand, and each other. Then, while scuba 
diving in the crystal blue sea, they find something in the water. . . . 

https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/1412530129


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sourdough by Robin Sloan  
Book - 2017 
A software engineer is left a sourdough starter from sibling bakers after 

they're forced to close their shop, a gift that leads to a new vocation, a legal 

dispute, and a venture into a secret market that fuses food with technology. 

The starter comes into Lois’ life unexpectedly. She had moved to San 

Francisco to work as a software engineer, teaching robot arms to perform any 

job functions you can imagine. Her only comfort after another demanding day 

was ordering soup and sourdough bread from two brothers running a food-

delivery service. But when the brothers are suddenly forced to leave the city, 

they give Lois the starter they use to make their bread, instructing her to keep 

it alive. Suddenly her life spins in a different direction. This inventive novel, 

from the author of Mr. Penumbra’s 24-Hour Bookstore (2012), is filled with 

crisp humor and weird but endearing characters. As Lois takes her first 

tentative steps into the world of baking, her loaves appear to have faces in the 

crust, and the starter—is it singing?—takes on a life of its own. Then, after 

she gains entry into a mysterious underground farmers market on the cutting 

edge of food technology, demand for her special sourdough begins to rise 

Station Eleven by Emily St. John Mandel  

Book - 2014 

An audacious, darkly glittering novel set in the eerie days of civilization's 

collapse, Station Eleven tells the spellbinding story of a Hollywood star, his 

would-be savior, and a nomadic group of actors roaming the scattered 

outposts of the Great Lakes region, risking everything for art and humanity. 

One snowy night Arthur Leander, a famous actor, has a heart attack onstage 

during a production of King Lear. Jeevan Chaudhary, a paparazzo-turned-

EMT, is in the audience and leaps to his aid. A child actress named Kirsten 

Raymonde watches in horror as Jeevan performs CPR, pumping Arthur's 

chest as the curtain drops, but Arthur is dead. That same night, as Jeevan 

walks home from the theater, a terrible flu begins to spread. Hospitals are 

flooded and Jeevan and his brother barricade themselves inside an 

apartment, watching out the window as cars clog the highways, gunshots ring 

out, and life disintegrates around them. Fifteen years later, Kirsten is an 

actress with the Traveling Symphony. Together, this small troupe moves 

between the settlements of an altered world, performing Shakespeare and 

music for scattered communities of survivors. But when they arrive in St. 

Deborah by the Water, they encounter a violent prophet who digs graves for 

anyone who dares to leave. Spanning decades, moving back and forth in 

time, and vividly depicting life before and after the pandemic, this suspenseful, 

elegiac novel is rife with beauty. As Arthur falls in and out of love, as Jeevan 

watches the newscasters say their final good-byes, and as Kirsten finds 

herself caught in the crosshairs of the prophet, we see the strange twists of 

fate that connect them all. A novel of art, memory, and ambition, Station 

Eleven tells a story about the relationships that sustain us, the ephemeral 

nature of fame, and the beauty of the world as we know it.   
 

https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/1377157129
https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/409944129


 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wild: From Lost to Found on the Pacific Crest Trail by Cheryl Strayed  
Book - 2012 
A powerful, blazingly honest, inspiring memoir: the story of an 1,100-mile solo 

hike that broke down a young woman reeling from catastrophe--and built her 

back up again. 

The View from Alameda Island by Robyn Carr 

Book – 2019 

Deciding on her 24th wedding anniversary that she will no longer uphold 

pretenses about her idyllic family life, Lauren taps the power of her inner 

strength to separate from her controlling husband and pursue a happier 

relationship. 

For 24 years, Lauren Delaney has navigated the minefield of marriage to a 

cruel, verbally abusive, narcissistic—and quite wealthy—surgeon, but with 

her younger daughter's graduation from college, she's finally moving out and 

filing for divorce. She has no illusions and knows it will be hard, but then she 

meets landscape architect Beau Magellan during a visit to her favorite garden 

on the secluded grounds of an old Catholic church. She learns that he, too, is 

in the midst of a divorce, allowing them to bond over shared angst while trying 

to ignore the flame that flickers between them. Naturally, problems arise as 

children and others weigh in and difficult, unbalanced exes become involved. 

Beau and Lauren know their plans will soon go off the rails, but they have no 

idea how violent and ugly things will get. 

The Wives of Los Alamos by Tara Shea Nesbit 

Book - 2014 
Nesbit chronicles the lives of a disparate group of women who forge a new 

community together after relocating to the desert of New Mexico during World 

War II. The collective “we” that serves as the book’s protagonist only knows 

that the women’s physicist husbands are working day and night on a secret 

government project. This clandestineness permeates their world as their 

letters are censored, visits home are limited, and close family and friends are 

forbidden to know their exact whereabouts. In the  meantime, the wives  carry 

on (or attempt to carry on) with their normal everyday lives—gossiping about 

one another, setting standards for practical fashion among the  group, and 

trying to get around the  bureaucracy that has them feeding their families with 

spoiled provisions. On occasion, the mundane turns ominous, as explosions 

are heard in the distance. Nesbit’s novel is divided into concise sections that 

report on different aspects of life in Los Alamos. 

https://stpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/319754129
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Becoming Mrs. Lewis 

By Patti Callahan (2018) 

From New York Times bestselling author Patti Callahan comes an exquisite 

novel of Joy Davidman, the woman C. S. Lewis called “my whole world.” 

When poet and writer Joy Davidman began writing letters to C. S. Lewis—

known as Jack—she was looking for spiritual answers, not love. Love, after 

all, wasn’t holding together her crumbling marriage. Everything about New 

Yorker Joy seemed ill-matched for an Oxford don and the beloved writer of 

Narnia, yet their minds bonded over their letters. Embarking on the adventure 

of her life, Joy traveled from America to England and back again, facing 

heartbreak and poverty, discovering friendship and faith, and against all odds, 

finding a love that even the threat of death couldn’t destroy. 

Before the Coffee Gets Cold 

By Toshikazu Kawaguchi (2019) 

In Before the Coffee Gets Cold, we meet four visitors, each of whom is 

hoping to make use of the café’s time-travelling offer, in order to: confront the 

man who left them, receive a letter from their husband whose memory has 

been taken by early onset Alzheimer's, to see their sister one last time, and to 

meet the daughter they never got the chance to know. But the journey into 

the past does not come without risks: customers must sit in a particular seat, 

they cannot leave the café, and finally, they must return to the present before 

the coffee gets cold . . . 

The Good Neighbor: The Life and Work of Fred Rogers 
by Maxwell King (2018) 

The Good Neighbor, the first full-length biography of Fred Rogers, tells the 

story of this utterly unique and enduring American icon. Drawing on original 

interviews, oral histories, and archival documents, Maxwell King traces 

Rogers’s personal, professional, and artistic life through decades of work, 

including a surprising decision to walk away from the show to make television 

for adults, only to return to the neighborhood with increasingly sophisticated 

episodes, written in collaboration with experts on childhood development. An 

engaging story, rich in detail, The Good Neighbor is the definitive portrait of a 

beloved figure, cherished by multiple generations. 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/15660970.Maxwell_King


 The Gown 
by Jennifer Robson (2021) 

With The Gown, Jennifer Robson takes us inside the workrooms where one 

of the most famous wedding gowns in history was created. Balancing behind-

the-scenes details with a sweeping portrait of a society left reeling by the 

calamitous costs of victory, she introduces readers to three unforgettable 

heroines, their points of view alternating and intersecting throughout its 

pages, whose lives are woven together by the pain of survival, the bonds of 

friendship, and the redemptive power of love.  


